
Coach Leonard Hamilton: ‘The Worse the Program, the More I Became Interested’ 
By Billy Witz 
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Hamilton, the Florida State men’s basketball coach, was presented with the Joe Lapchick Character Award in New 
York last week. 
 
Leonard Hamilton was on the ninth floor of the stately New York Athletic Club with its million-dollar views over 
Central Park, accepting the Joe Lapchick Character Award at a luncheon on Friday. Outside, a chauffeur waited to 
whisk him across the Hudson River to a private plane that would deliver the Florida State men’s basketball coach 
back to Tallahassee, Fla. 
 
It was quite the departure from his first visit to New York. 
 
That came 50 years ago, when Hamilton was a wet-behind-the-ears assistant coach at Austin Peay State University 
in Tennessee. Hamilton walked to the La Guardia Airport car rental counter only to discover that he could not pay 
cash for a car — and he did not have a credit card. So he jumped in a cab and asked the driver to take him to the 
cheapest hotel he could find near a gym in Brooklyn. 
 
When Hamilton got to the gym, he heard other coaches talking about a hot prospect from the neighborhood. So he 
pulled aside Rodney Parker, a street basketball consigliere whom any recruiter in the city had better get to know, 
and asked if he could introduce him to this phenom. The next night, they went to the prospect’s apartment a little 
before he was expected home at 7. His mother answered the door. They talked and talked, Hamilton turning on the 
charm. 
 
After a while, Parker left, and they talked some more. 
 
Sometime after midnight, when the mother excused herself to use the bathroom, Hamilton turned the clock back a 
couple of hours lest she ask him to leave. When she went to the bathroom again, he pulled the blinds down, lest she 
discover the sun would soon be peeking through. Finally, just around 7 a.m., in walked a sinewy 6-foot-5 teenager 
with a bushy Afro and a sly grin. 
 
Immediately, Hamilton hit it off with James Williams, whom everyone knew as Fly. 
 
“I was following him around playing All-Star games,” Hamilton said. “Nobody knew me, and I never wore anything 
with Austin Peay on it, so Fly, being the jokester that he was, told everybody I was his cousin. I actually sat in on two 
recruiting meetings with other schools. He said, ‘I can’t talk with anybody without my cuz.’” 
 
Austin Peay, which had finished last in the Ohio Valley Conference the previous season, nearly reached the Mideast 
regional final of the N.C.A.A. men’s tournament in 1973, losing in overtime to Kentucky. 
 
Hamilton, 74, was the first Black player at the University of Tennessee at Martin and the first Black coach in the 
Southeastern Conference when he was hired as an assistant at Kentucky in 1974. He is getting ready for his 21st 
season at Florida State, where he has coached six first-round draft picks since 2016 — including the reigning N.B.A. 
rookie of the year, Scottie Barnes — and where 73 of the 75 players who have completed their eligibility have 
graduated. 
 
He spoke to The New York Times last week about growing up in the segregated South, taking on reclamation projects, 
why he doesn’t think about the what-ifs of the pandemic and when he’ll retire.  
 
 



 
You quit coaching when you were told Austin Peay would not hire a Black head coach, right? 
It wasn’t quite like that. I went to talk to the university president when I thought Coach (Lake) Kelly might leave to 
see if there was a chance I could replace him. He said he was retiring in a couple years and nothing would make him 
happier than for me to be the coach at Austin Peay. Politically, he said he didn’t know if he was strong enough to get 
it done. He was being honest with me, but that cut my guts out. 
 
So you quit? 
I got a job at Dow Chemicals. My first day on the job, I got a call from Joe Hall (the Kentucky coach), who had become 
aware of me because we almost beat them. Near the end of my interview, I said, “I’m going to tell you four things: 
I’ll be loyal to you, nobody will outwork me, you’ll have players, and I won’t get you in trouble. But if you’re not going 
to offer me the job, I’m going to go back to Charlotte and be the No. 1 chemicals salesman in the country.” 
 
You spent 12 years as an assistant at Kentucky (winning the 1978 championship with the team), but your head 
coaching jobs have been at places that were not exactly blue bloods. Oklahoma State hadn’t won an N.C.A.A. 
tournament game in more than two decades; Miami had recently resurrected its program 15 years after dropping 
it; and Florida State had always been a football school. Is that a coincidence? 
As an assistant coach, like most young coaches, I was dreaming. I wanted to be somewhere that had good facilities, 
was in the vicinity of good players and that had won. I wanted to find one of those good, cushy jobs where I could 
really go to work. But then it’s almost like God slapped me on both sides of my face and said, “Those programs don’t 
need you.” It was almost like a vision — if you’re going to make a name in this business, you’re going to have to go 
somewhere that is extremely challenging. The worse the program, the more I became interested. That would be a 
way for me to earn my stripes. 
 
How much did your upbringing in Gastonia, N.C., prepare you for that, having to make do with less? 
There were eight of us living in a two-bedroom house. Our bathroom was on the back porch, there was no hot and 
cold running water. I took my bath in a tin tub. Everybody in our neighborhood lived that way. This was an era when 
we were still drinking out of a colored water fountain, using a colored bathroom, sitting in the back of the bus. We 
lived 30 or 40 yards from my church — Mount Zion Baptist, at the corner of Allison and Morris, where everybody is 
somebody and Christ is all. I could hear the piano from our back porch, and if the doors were open, we were there. 
It gave me a moral compass. All of those circumstances, even the negative part of segregation, prepared me 
mentally. It gave me a toughness, a desire, a will to fight and a determination to try to overcome challenges. 
 
Last year, Gaston College, the community college you attended in your hometown, resurrected its athletic 
program after 50 years, bringing back five sports, including men’s basketball. You urged the college’s board of 
trustees to do this. Why?  
Most Blacks in that time got their education through the G.I. Bill, so that’s what I was going to do in 1966 — join the 
Army. My mother went to school up to the seventh grade, my father went to the ninth grade. The coach convinced 
me I could always join the Army but this would be a good experience. And he was right. Gaston College meant so 
much to me because I was a guy who needed some direction. I needed small classrooms. I needed the relationships. 
I needed that environment. Every Wednesday night, my coach would take me to Howard Johnson’s. He was teaching 
me how to eat pasta. He wanted me to take the fork and the spoon and curl it up, which made no sense to me. It 
helped prepare me to go to Tennessee-Martin. I had three younger brothers and a sister who looked to me for 
leadership. Getting my degree set the table for them. 
 
In 2020, Florida State was 26-5, A.C.C. champions, ranked fourth and picked by some to get to the Final Four, 
where you have never been. Then the pandemic hit and the N.C.A.A. tournament was canceled. How often do 
you think about what might have been? 
I don’t. When you think about the negative effect that continuing to play those games could have had on a lot of 
people, me standing up there saying “I’m No. 1” pales in comparison. I would have loved to have played for a 
championship, but the most important thing is it was the right decision to make. 



In the past two years, Roy Williams retired at North Carolina, Mike Krzyzewski retired at Duke and Jay Wright 
retired at Villanova. You turned 74 last month, you just had hip replacement surgery, and you coached with a 
ruptured Achilles’ tendon in last year’s N.C.A.A. tournament. How long do you want to coach? 
This is my ministry. This is my calling. This is what I’m built for — to help young people fulfill their dreams. I don’t 
play golf. I don’t hunt. I don’t fish. I’m boring. I always tell my staff that if I don’t come out of the locker room and 
go to the wrong bench, then I’m going to stay here. 
 



Florida State Men's Basketball: What We Learned From Seminoles' Recent Trip To Canada 
By Carter Karels 
Tallahassee Democrat 
August 17, 2022 
 
The Florida State men’s basketball team didn’t partake in much sight-seeing during their series of exhibition games 
in Canada earlier this month. 
 
To the Seminoles and longtime head coach Leonard Hamilton they approached the 11-day excursion like a business 
trip. 
 
Mostly because FSU entered this offseason lacking much experience after losing several key contributors. The 
Seminoles only returned five scholarship players from last season and added eight newcomers (six true freshmen 
and two transfers). 
 
So this foreign tour gave Hamilton an opportunity to learn more about his new-look team. FSU competed in three 
games and a scrimmage against Canadian college teams, defeating Ottawa (86-66), Carleton (98-64) and McGill (90-
74). 
 
“I said before we left that this was a very important trip for us, because we have so many new guys we are trying to 
integrate into our system,” Hamilton said. “This is probably the youngest or most inexperienced team that we’ve 
had in a long, long time. Players who have been with me for two years have more experience with our system than 
the rest of the guys.” 
 
The Seminoles returned their leading scorer from last season, Caleb Mills (12.7 points per game), and fellow star 
guard in reigning ACC Sixth Man of the Year Matthew Cleveland. They also brought back sophomore center Naheem 
McLeod and guards Jalen Warley and Cam’Ron Fletcher. 
 
Forward Jaylan Gainey (Brown) and guard Darin Green Jr. (UCF) were FSU’s two transfer additions. Gainey claimed 
Ivy League Defensive of the Year honors in the 2020 and 2022 seasons. The sharp-shooting Green averaged double 
figures in scoring in each of his three seasons with the Knights. 
 
“The most important thing was that they got a chance to play against some pretty good competition,” said Hamilton 
about the trip to Canada. “It was probably mid-level ACC type play, which was good for us.  
 
“I’m not really sure we could have played against a national team like we did when we played against Greece. We 
aren’t experienced enough to do that. But these teams challenged us enough where defensively, we really had to 
be on our game.  
 
“Because they all could shoot the ball very well. They were sound fundamentally, so they challenged us on the 
defensive end. And offensively, they gave us just enough challenge for us to see what we could do within our system, 
what the effects will be and what the outcome would be when we are doing well.  
 
“I also saw some areas where we need to improve. So I can’t say enough about the opportunity and how much this 
meant to us.” 
 
Up next for the group will be their Nov. 7 season opener against Stetson at the Tucker Civic Center. Below are four 
of the other important topics that Hamilton discussed. 
 
Scoring could be a strength this season 
Green (20.3 PPG) and Mills (17.7 PPG) paced FSU to some impressive performances offensively. 
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The Seminoles averaged 91.3 points per game across their three exhibitions. What they showed might be a sign of 
what is to come this season. 
 
“I think we have the potential to be a pretty good scoring team,” Hamilton said. “From the stats, you probably saw 
that Caleb and Green probably have been our two leading scorers.  
 
“But Green now is coming in as a junior transfer from Central Florida. A little more experienced. And Caleb 
transferred in from the University of Houston. Probably has a little more experience. And I think that’s a little bit of 
the reason why they are more efficient. 
 
“I’ve seen each player on the team have moments that I’m encouraged about the individual skills and talents that 
they have on the team.  
 
“Now, we are still struggling trying to find the right balance. We have three guys we can rotate into the post – 
Naheem McLeod, Gainey and (freshman) Cameron Corhen from Dallas. Cam basically plays some perimeter and 
interior, which is important because he has a lot of versatility.” 
 
Caleb Mills, Matthew Cleveland taking a step forward 
Hamilton mentioned Mills and Cleveland as two players who have taken their games to another level this offseason. 
Mills faltered toward the end of last season after suffering an ankle injury. Now fully healthy again, Mills seems to 
have returned to form while also adding more to his game. 
 
“He’s a little more comfortable from an offensive standpoint,” Hamilton said. “Maybe creating a little bit more. But 
he’s also creating for his teammates a little bit more. He’s finding people. He has a good feel for the game. He’s 
worked hard on improving his defense. He has taken those challenges. 
 
“We have a pickup guy who picks the ball up 94 feet most of the time. Last year, he wasn’t the guy doing that. But I 
think he’s kind of interested in being more of that guy.” 
 
Limited by what Hamilton called a minor foot injury, Cleveland didn’t play in Canada. Hamilton has been impressed, 
though, by how much Cleveland has improved as a perimeter shooter over the last several months. 
 
“He has really honed in on his release,” Hamilton said. “Even though he has been missing some practices, his shooting 
touch has improved tremendously.  
 
“He has a great feel for the game. He has one of the highest basketball IQs of anybody I’ve been around. From a 
leadership standpoint and a perimeter shooting standpoint, he has made tremendous gains.” 
 
Green and Gainey have left a solid first impression on Hamilton. 
 
In Canada, Green showed why he climbed to No. 10 in AAC history for three-point field goals made (208). Through 
the three games, Green connected on 13 of his 30 attempts (43.3%) from beyond the arc and finished 22 of 41 
(53.7%) overall. 
 
“He’s not an extremely talkative person. But he leads by example,” Hamilton said. “And he’s talking much more now 
than he was at the beginning of the year. Our leadership, we probably are still developing that within this team a 
little bit right now.  
 
“You’ve got Matthew Cleveland and Caleb Mills who have probably assumed a little bit more of those responsibilities 
than maybe some of the other guys. But we are still growing in those areas.” 
 



Gainey also looked the part in Canada, averaging 8.7 points, 7.0 rebounds and 1.7 blocked shots per game. But the 
6-foot-10, 220-pound Gainey has more to learn about FSU’s defensive scheme before he can be a consistently 
effective rim protector and perimeter defender. 
 
“It’s been a little bit challenging for him, because we are asking him to do things that he hasn’t had to do in any other 
program that he’s been in,” Hamilton said. “We are asking him to run the floor and get to a certain spot.  
 
“Because it’s important that he gets to the front of the rim if he doesn’t get a rebound so he can post up early, he 
can occupy a guard. Actioning him to set as many screens as we need our center to set has been somewhat 
challenging to a guy who has basically been a block to block guy. So this has been a challenge to him. 
 
“But he plays with a tremendous amount of energy. He’s going to be valuable to us, because he’s quick enough to 
defend point guards. Even though he’s 6-10, he’s agile, quick and mobile.” 
 
International forward Baba Miller, FSU’s intriguing 6-11 freshman who most recently played for the Real Madrid 
organization in Spain, plans to come to campus later this month. 
 
The Seminoles already have five other true freshmen in guards Chandler Jackson (Memphis, Tenn.), Jeremiah 
Bembry (Brooklyn, N.Y.) and Tom House (Dayton, Ohio), and forwards Cameron Corhen (Allen, Texas) and De’Ante 
Green (Asheville, N.C.). 
 
“We hopefully will be able to integrate him when he gets here,” said Hamilton about Miller. “Hopefully with the 
other guys being as far along as they are, they can help him accelerate his process. We’ve been working all summer, 
and he’s very conscientious and anxious to get started.  
 
“So having him get with some of the other guys, even when we are not actively coaching them, I’m sure a lot of the 
returning guys will be anxious to answer his questions. Playing pickup and stuff like that might help him fit in a lot 
quicker.” 



Hamilton: FSU Could Be ‘Pretty Good Scoring Team’ 
By Carter Kerels 
Tallahassee Democrat 
August 22, 2022 
 
The Florida State men’s basketball team didn’t partake in much sight-seeing during their series of exhibition 
games in Canada earlier this month. 
 
To the Seminoles and longtime head coach Leonard Hamilton, they approached the 11-day excursion like a 
business trip. 
 
Mostly because FSU entered this offseason lacking much experience after losing several key contributors. The 
Seminoles only returned five scholarship players from last season and added eight newcomers (six true freshmen 
and two transfers). 
 
So this foreign tour gave Hamilton an opportunity to learn more about his new-look team. FSU competed in three 
games and a scrimmage against Canadian college teams, defeating Ottawa (86-66), Carleton (98-64) and McGill 
(90-74). 
 
“I said before we left that this was a very important trip for us, because we have so many new guys we are trying 
to integrate into our system,” Hamilton said. “This is probably the youngest or most inexperienced team that 
we’ve had in a long, long time. Players who have been with me for two years have more experience with our 
system than the rest of the guys.” 
 
The Seminoles returned their leading scorer from last season, Caleb Mills (12.7 points per game), and fellow star 
guard in reigning ACC Sixth Man of the Year Matthew Cleveland. They also brought back sophomore center 
Naheem McLeod and guards Jalen Warley and Cam’Ron Fletcher. 
 
Forward Jaylan Gainey (Brown) and guard Darin Green Jr. (UCF) were FSU’s two transfer additions. Gainey 
claimed Ivy League Defensive of the Year honors in the 2020 and 2022 seasons. The sharp-shooting Green 
averaged double figures in scoring in each of his three seasons with the Knights. 
 
“The most important thing was that they got a chance to play against some pretty good competition,” said 
Hamilton about the trip to Canada. “It was probably mid-level ACC type play, which was good for us. 
 
“I’m not really sure we could have played against a national team like we did when we played against Greece. 
We aren’t experienced enough to do that. But these teams challenged us enough where defensively, we really 
had to be on our game. 
 
“Because they all could shoot the ball very well. They were sound fundamentally, so they challenged us on the 
defensive end. And offensively, they gave us just enough challenge for us to see what we could do within our 
system, what the effects will be and what the outcome would be when we are doing well. 
 
“I also saw some areas where we need to improve. So I can’t say enough about the opportunity and how much 
this meant to us.” 
 
Up next for the group will be their Nov. 7 season opener against Stetson at the Tucker Civic Center. Below are 
four of the other important topics that Hamilton discussed. 
 
 
 
 



Scoring could be a strength this season 
Green (20.3 PPG) and Mills (17.7 PPG) paced FSU to some impressive performances offensively. The Seminoles 
averaged 91.3 points per game across their three exhibitions. What they showed might be a sign of what is to 
come this season. 
 
“I think we have the potential to be a pretty good scoring team,” Hamilton said. “From the stats, you probably 
saw that Caleb and Green probably have been our two leading scorers. 
 
“But Green now is coming in as a junior transfer from Central Florida. A little more experienced. And Caleb 
transferred in from the University of Houston. Probably has a little more experience. And I think that’s a little bit 
of the reason why they are more efficient. 
 
“I’ve seen each player on the team have moments that I’m encouraged about the individual skills and talents 
that they have on the team. 
 
“Now, we are still struggling trying to find the right balance. We have three guys we can rotate into the post – 
Naheem McLeod, Gainey and (freshman) Cameron Corhen from Dallas. Cam basically plays some perimeter and 
interior, which is important because he has a lot of versatility.” 
 
Caleb Mills, Matthew Cleveland taking a step forward 
Hamilton mentioned Mills and Cleveland as two players who have taken their games to another level this 
offseason. 
 
Mills faltered toward the end of last season after suffering an ankle injury. Now fully healthy again, Mills seems 
to have returned to form while also adding more to his game. 
 
“He’s a little more comfortable from an offensive standpoint,” Hamilton said. “Maybe creating a little bit more. 
But he’s also creating for his teammates a little bit more. He’s finding people. He has a good feel for the game. 
He’s worked hard on improving his defense. He has taken those challenges. … “We have a pickup guy who picks 
the ball up 94 feet most of the time. Last year, he wasn’t the guy doing that. But I think he’s kind of interested in 
being more of that guy.” 
 
Limited by what Hamilton called a minor foot injury, Cleveland didn’t play in Canada. Hamilton has been 
impressed, though, by how much Cleveland has improved as a perimeter shooter over the last several months. 
“He has really honed in on his release,” Hamilton said. “Even though he has been missing some practices, his 
shooting touch has improved tremendously. 
 
“He has a great feel for the game. He has one of the highest basketball IQs of anybody I’ve been around. From a 
leadership standpoint and a perimeter shooting standpoint, he has made tremendous gains.” 
 
New transfers Darin Green Jr., Jaylan Gainey impressing 
Green and Gainey have left a solid first impression on Hamilton. 
 
In Canada, Green showed why he climbed to No. 10 in AAC history for three-point field goals made (208). Through 
the three games, Green connected on 13 of his 30 attempts (43.3%) from beyond the arc and finished 22 of 41 
(53.7%) overall. “He’s not an extremely talkative person. But he leads by example,” Hamilton said. “And he’s 
talking much more now than he was at the beginning of the year. Our leadership, we probably are still developing 
that within this team a little bit right now. You’ve got Matthew Cleveland and Caleb Mills who have probably 
assumed a little bit more of those responsibilities than maybe some of the other guys. But we are still growing 
in those areas.” 
 
Gainey also looked the part in Canada, averaging 8.7 points, 7.0 rebounds and 1.7 blocked shots per game. But 
the 6-foot-10, 220-pound Gainey has more to learn about FSU’s defensive scheme before he can be a consistently 



effective rim protector and perimeter defender. “It’s been a little bit challenging for him, because we are asking 
him to do things that he hasn’t had to do in any other program that he’s been in,” Hamilton said. “We are asking 
him to run the floor and get to a certain spot. 
 
“Because it’s important that he gets to the front of the rim if he doesn’t get a rebound so he can post up early, 
he can occupy a guard. Actioning him to set as many screens as we need our center to set has been somewhat 
challenging to a guy who has basically been a block to block guy. So this has been a challenge to him. … “But he 
plays with a tremendous amount of energy. He’s going to be valuable to us, because he’s quick enough to defend 
point guards. Even though he’s 6-10, he’s agile, quick and mobile.” 
 
Coming soon: Baba Miller 
International forward Baba Miller, FSU’s intriguing 6-11 freshman who most recently played for the Real Madrid 
organization in Spain, plans to come to campus later this month. 
 
The Seminoles already have five other true freshmen in guards Chandler Jackson (Memphis, Tenn.), Jeremiah 
Bembry (Brooklyn, N.Y.) and Tom House (Dayton, Ohio), and forwards Cameron Corhen (Allen, Texas) and 
De’Ante Green (Asheville, N.C.). 
 
“We hopefully will be able to integrate him when he gets here,” said Hamilton about Miller. “Hopefully with the 
other guys being as far along as they are, they can help him accelerate his process. We’ve been working all 
summer, and he’s very conscientious and anxious to get started. 
 
“So having him get with some of the other guys, even when we are not actively coaching them, I’m sure a lot of 
the returning guys will be anxious to answer his questions. Playing pickup and stuff like that might help him fit in 
a lot quicker.” 
 



How Florida State Coach Leonard Hamilton Inspired Former Staffer Jared Lynn To Beat Cancer 
By Carter Karels 
Tallahassee Democrat 
September 18, 2022 
 
Jared Lynn already could recognize Leonard Hamilton from afar based on what he described as his distinct way of 
walking. 
 
But the longtime Florida State men’s basketball coach made himself even more of a dead giveaway to Lynn with 
what he wore on that March 6 night in Ohio. Hamilton sported a black FSU hat and a black jumpsuit of sorts, which 
Lynn said is often his attire when he is in public. 
 
Lynn, one of Hamilton’s graduate assistants for the last two seasons, had been almost one month removed from 
being diagnosed with stage four non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, a type of cancer that starts in the lymphatic system. He 
planned that night to watch Tom House, a star basketball player for Centerville (Ohio) High at the time who is now 
a freshman guard for the Seminoles. 
 
The House family invited Lynn to watch the game with them. What Lynn did not know, though, was that Hamilton 
and his associate head coach, Stan Jones, also were invited and coordinated with the Houses to surprise him. 
 
Because of his cancer treatment, Lynn missed out on FSU’s final home game of the regular season that Saturday. So 
Hamilton and Jones brought Senior Day to Lynn, giving him his commemorative spear, basketball and team awards. 
“I was absolutely shocked,” Lynn told the Democrat. “We are midseason. There is not a lot of time outside of 
basketball. They really went out of their way to make time for me, which was so nice. It meant so much.” 
 
Last Friday, Hamilton received the prestigious Joe Lapchick Character Award in New York City. The Joe Lapchick 
Character Award Foundation explains its mission for the honor as, “committed to encouraging and promoting good 
character in the sport of basketball." 
 
How Hamilton inspired Lynn to beat cancer is one of many examples why he deserved that recognition. 
 
On April 15, Lynn learned he was cancer free. He remembers his first phone call to deliver the news going to 
Hamilton. Lynn credited his support system as one of the biggest reasons why he recovered. That support system 
included Hamilton, who continued to encourage him after his surprise trip to Ohio. 
 
“It does make so much of a difference, having those people around you,” Lynn said. “And Ham doing that for me, it 
really, really helped.” 
 
For Hamilton, cancer hits close to home. 
 
“I lost my grandmother to cancer. I lost my father to cancer. My mother and both of my brothers. I know what it is 
like,” Hamilton said. “I have tremendous respect and empathy for people who are going through what he was going 
through.  
 
“So it was part of what I believed needed to be done. It was not anything that I was doing special that I thought I 
needed to do other than trying to have a family atmosphere where we support one another. …  
 
“That’s what we tried to give him. It wasn’t anything that we thought. It was just a reaction about what the Lapchick 
Award is about. Just trying to do what was right.” 
 
Leonard Hamilton supported Jared Lynn 
Dr. Todd Hewitt might have saved Lynn’s life. 

https://characteraward.com/
https://characteraward.com/


Lynn started experiencing pain in his left hip in December but did not think enough of it to receive extensive medical 
attention. Hewitt, who assists the FSU men’s basketball team, quickly noticed Lynn was limping and decided to take 
action. 
 
What began as a precautionary examination eventually led to Lynn learning of his disease on Feb. 9. 
 
“Honestly, that day was kind of a blur,” Lynn said. “You are going through everything. You are thinking through 
everything. All you are thinking about is, ‘Oh my gosh, am I going to die?’” 
 
After Lynn officially left the team, he underwent six three-week cycles of chemotherapy in Cincinnati. Midway 
through his treatment plan, Lynn learned that he was in remission. But he still needed to complete his remaining 
cycles. 
 
Not until last month did Lynn stop feeling poorly from his final round of chemo.  
 
“The actual chemo day is where you sit in the hospital, you are hooked up to an IV, and you are getting all of the 
drugs put into you all day,” Lynn said. “I don’t remember any of those days at all, because you are so drugged up. 
You just try to block it out of your head. It is so rough, those days. … 
 
“The chemo is what kills you. The cancer does not make you feel as bad as the chemo does.” 
 
On his worst days, Lynn felt nauseous and did not want to be around anyone. Hamilton helped him push through 
those tough times with his support and advice. He even gave Lynn some suggestions that he believed would help, like 
cutting out sugar and carbs. 
 
“He was trying to help me nonstop throughout it, which I’m so thankful for,” Lynn said. “I could tell that I was always 
in his thoughts. He said his wife had his prayer group praying for me, which I appreciated. It was very thoughtful.” 
Maybe the biggest impact Hamilton had on Lynn came during one of his postgame press conferences last season.  
 
FSU had just defeated Clemson, 81-80, despite being without several key players in the Feb. 15 game. An 
emotional Hamilton started his postgame interview with the media with a heartfelt tribute to Lynn. He credited Lynn 
– who had recently shared the news of his status with the team – for their inspired play against the Tigers. 
 
“To get that love publicly meant a lot to me,” Lynn said. “I know my parents appreciated it so much. It was so nice 
to hear.” 
 
And Hamilton’s support didn’t end there. 
  
“We just wanted him to know that we were thinking about him,” Hamilton said. “He was part of our family. It was 
only the natural thing to do, because we cared about the youngster. He worked his fanny off for us.  
 
“And at the most vulnerable time in his life, we wanted to be there for him to support him. So there wasn’t any 
thought process. It was just, ‘We’ve got to see him, because he is going to be there.’  
 
“And that is what we do. That is what families do. Family will support each other like that. He means an awful lot to 
us.” 
 
Hamilton 'overwhelmed' after receiving Joe Lapchick Character Award 
Stan Jones didn’t seem surprised to hear about the recommendations Hamilton gave Lynn. 
 
It’s not the first time he heard about Hamilton offering advice to someone with cancer. 
 

https://www.tallahassee.com/story/sports/college/fsu/mensbasketball/2022/02/15/fsu-basketball-snaps-six-game-losing-skid-career-night-evans/6778136001/


“My wife, five or six years ago, she went through breast cancer,” Jones told the Democrat. “I’ve heard those same 
conversations with me and her, making sure that she was OK. 
 
"To know that he was doing that with Jared – he lost two of his sibling brothers, he lost his father to cancer and he 
is a very health-conscious person anyway. So he researches. He studies.  
 
“He wants to try to make everything as positive as he can for the people that he works with, the people that he 
loves, family and players. That is just a huge, extended family for him. 
 
"I don’t know how he puts the man hours in for all of the people he tries to help. And how it never seems to wear 
him down.” 
 
Hamilton has received a long list of awards throughout his 34 seasons as a college basketball coach, including Big 
East Coach of the Year (1995, 1999), ACC Coach of the Year (2009, 2012, 2020), National Coach of the Year from 
various entities (1995, 2000, 2009, 2018) and the Ben Jobe National Minority Coach of the Year (2021). 
 
Now, Hamilton has a reputable award that recognizes who he is off the hardwood. Those who have been around 
him know it is well deserved. 
 
“I was honored to be mentioned in the same sentence with Joe Lapchick,” Hamilton said. “If you know anything 
about his career, he has always been a guy fighting for what he thought was right, for representing sometimes the 
underserved, sometimes the disadvantaged, for women’s rights, for inclusion of all people in different areas. … 
 
“Nobody starts out as a coach saying, ‘I want to win the Joe Lapchick Character Award.’ That is not on the table. So 
to look back on my career and realize we have done something similar to what Mr. Lapchick has done, it is really an 
honor, a privilege, and I’m kind of overwhelmed by the fact that we are at this point where this came out of nowhere.  
“I think about all the coaches that I have worked with and players that I have worked with, that have created this 
culture that allowed us to be at this point and to accept an award of this nature.”  
 



 
How Taylor Swift And A Specific Sock Routine Get One FSU Basketball Standout Game-Ready 
By Ehsan Kassim 
Tallahassee Democrat 
October 11, 2022 
 
High socks, 15 minutes of silence, fruits and Taylor Swift? 
 
Coming from a baseball background, Florida State's Matthew Cleveland feels he is more superstitious than many of 
his basketball counterparts during pregame. 
 
No one with the Seminoles is complaining about how the sophomore gets ready for a basketball game, as he is 
coming off a highly successful freshman season. 
 
Cleveland averaged 11.5 points and 4.6 rebounds per game as a freshman, earning ACC Sixth Man of the Year last 
season. 
 
"You go back and watch the season last year. There are so many times even as a freshman, we needed the play and 
he came through. He has that “factor you can't really describe," FSU head coach Leonard Hamilton said. 
 
"He makes the big plays at the end. He's not afraid of the moment. And we expect him to continue to keep getting 
better and better." 
 
Cleveland and fellow guard Caleb Mills are representing FSU at the 2022 ACC Tipoff on Tuesday and Wednesday at 
the Westin in Charlotte, N.C. 
 
The Seminoles open their season against Stetson on Nov. 7. 
Mills (12.7 PPG) was the team's leading scorer last season. Two weeks into practice, and Mills has already seen 
Cleveland improve. 
 
"He's shooting the ball a lot better," Mills said. "Free throws, a lot better. He's starting to understand the game.  
 
That's the biggest and best thing. He's starting to see what's open and reading the game of basketball. I am guessing 
it's starting to slow down for him." 
 
Pregame routine 
Below are Cleveland's various pregame routines. 
 
• Fruits in pregame meal: Road or home, it doesn't matter what the pregame meal is for Cleveland. It varies game 
to game. But there is something he needs to make sure he's ready for the game. 
"I always make sure I get fruit, no matter what the meal is," Cleveland said. "Strawberries, grapes and bananas." 
 
• Ninety minutes to game time: This is "Matthew Cleveland time." The 6-foot-7 guard comes onto the court alone 
to shoot around. 
 
While the time is helping his body get warmed up for the game, it is also an opportunity for him to examine the court 
pregame. 
 
"I definitely take into account the corners and the depth perception," Cleveland said. "And what is behind the goal, 
and it's different in every arena. So I familiarize myself with that before the game." 
 
While every court is generally the same size and length, it doesn't mean they are all the same. 
 



"Dark arenas, light arenas, bigger arenas, they are all different," Cleveland said. 
 
North Carolina and Purdue were his favorite arenas to play in on the road last season. The sea of blue at UNC was 
new, but it was the Boilmakers' arena he said that required adjustments. 
 
"It was dark and it just seemed like the fans were right on top of you," Cleveland said. "Like you can look up and 
you're looking at fans in the stands." 
 
• Uniform: As a freshman in high school, Cleveland started wearing a sock on his right foot inside out. He said he did 
it once, and it became routine following a strong game. 
 
That was with low socks. With higher socks at FSU, he has begun to wear both of them high and not inside out. 
"The new superstition I have is with 75 minutes, I'll (wear) low socks or the high socks low," he said. "And then we'll 
go in at 45 (minutes) and come back. I'll make sure I put them both high is my new superstition." 
 
There are a couple more uniform related rituals before he's ready to play. 
 
"I always like to put the left shoe on first and then the right shoe," he said. "And then I rolled my shorts once and 
then make sure my nails are cut before games. No long nails." 
 
None of the pregame routines are surprising to Hamilton. 
"Matthew is a very focused youngster, great student," Hamilton said. "He is a very consciences about everything he 
does, how he eats and sleeps. How much what he drinks. He's a very high-IQ basketball player. 
 
"Obviously he's intelligent because he made academic All-ACC, and he's just as conscientious on the basketball 
court as he is about his whole life." 
 
Banned from the AUX 
Cleveland isn't as strict as listening to just one artist pregame, but there is one that he singled out as a must-listen 
pregame. 
 
"It really depends on the day," Cleveland said. "I listen to anything. Country, rap, Taylor Swift. It just depends." 
His go-to Swift song? "Enchanted" off her 2010 "Speak Now" album. 
 
While his musical choices help him get ready to play, it is not for everyone. 
 
Mills said Cleveland has been banned from controlling the music at practice. 
 
"We usually don't let him get on the AUX," Mills said. "Personally, I cannot get with country. 
 
"He does (get control) at times, but I'm usually not in the room. I'll put my headphones on." 
 
Growing as leader 
Cleveland has plenty of room for growth, even following a strong freshman season. But what has been the biggest 
improvement for him heading into the new season? 
 
"He's stepped up in the role of being a better leader," Mills said. "Last year, he wasn't asked to be one. But this year 
it's been mandatory. He's had to be one. He's one of the guys who is most experienced here. Not as far as experience 
in college, but we don't have as much experience at Florida State.  
 
"So he's had to step into that role kind of early as a sophomore. But he's been pretty good at it. Of course, there's 
room for improvement."  
 



Cleveland knows the importance of his leadership role this season with six true freshmen, two transfers and a total 
of just five returning scholarship players. 
 
He is especially focused on helping the incoming freshmen. 
 
"Just giving them the information I was given last year," Cleveland said. "And really giving them more information 
on what it's like to play at this level. Making sure they are coming ready every day ready to play, ready to practice.  
"It's different, especially for the guys coming from high school. It's different. It's physical. Just trying to get them 
mentally ready for their first game so when they see it, it's nothing new to them." 
 
Finding comfort 
As a freshman, Cleveland said it wasn't until the new year when he got settled in at the college level. 
 
"It was really not until January, February," he said. "Just learning our system and how we play. Learning even like 
the other team's system and how they play, because you can play a different system in different team every night. 
So like mid-January is when I got comfortable." 
 
The decision to focus on basketball over baseball came in part due to Cleveland seeing a path for a brighter future 
in basketball. 
 
The sophomore is already projected to be the No. 23 overall pick in the 2023 NBA Draft, per ClutchPoints.  
 
Cleveland did test the waters for the draft last season, but he ultimately decided to come back for another year.  
 
Cleveland shot 17.6% from three-point range and 55.5% from the free-throw line last season. Those are among the 
things he said he's is working on this season to make sure he can play at the next level. 
 
"My confidence in shooting has grown a lot since last year," Cleveland said. 
 
Atlanta Braves World Series 
Basketball wasn't Cleveland's first love. Growing up in a household where his mother and sister's all played softball, 
he started playing baseball at a young age. 
 
Cleveland was a star center fielder until his freshman season, when he decided he saw a brighter future for himself 
in basketball. 
 
The Braves last World Series championship before last season came in 1995, seven years before Cleveland was born. 
 

https://clutchpoints.com/way-too-early-2023-nba-mock-draft/


'Job's Not finished': Florida State Standout Matthew Cleveland Returning For 2022-23 Season 
By Curt Weiler 
Tallahassee Democrat 
April 1, 2022 
 
Florida State men's basketball team got a major boost Friday afternoon when Matthew Cleveland announced on 
social media he'll be returning for his sophomore season. 
 
"Job's not finished," Cleveland shared on Twitter as the caption for a video of his freshman highlights at FSU, most 
prominently featuring his Virginia buzzer beater. 
 
Cleveland averaged 11.5 points per game (second most on the FSU roster) and 4.6 rebounds per game (third most 
among FSU players) as a true freshman this past season. He became the fourth straight Seminole to win ACC Sixth 
Man of the Year, but will be the first of that bunch to return for the season after winning the award. 
 
As the injuries mounted down the stretch of the season, Cleveland rose to the occasion more consistently than any 
other FSU player. He scored 11-plus points in each of the final nine games he played in. 
 
Immediately upon his arrival at FSU, Cleveland's natural ability as a slasher and a defender were evident. However, 
he could stand to improve as a jump-shooter (17.6% from three-point range) and from the free-throw line (55.5%). 
Cleveland was seen as a possible one-and-done player upon his arrival at FSU last summer. However, as the draft 
process gets underway with the season nearly over, he's not being projected as a current draft pick in this summer's 
NBA Draft. 
 
A full offseason in FSU's program could benefit his development tremendously as he aims to potentially declare for 
the NBA Draft at this time next year. 
 
Cleveland is the first of the numerous Seminoles with decisions to make about whether they will stay or leave FSU 
early to do so. However the rest of the dominoes fall, he should enter the starting lineup full-time in his second 
season in Tallahassee. 
 



Seminoles’ Cleveland Growing Into Leadership Role for Florida State Basketball Team 
By Chuck Walsh 
Seminoles.com 
October 12, 2022 

 
 CHARLOTTE, N.C. – When he was a junior in high school, Matthew Cleveland’s father gave him the book The 
21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership by John C. Maxwell. He read it cover to cover and still uses many of the lessons he 
learned from that book as he approaches his sophomore season as a member of the Florida State Basketball Team.   
 
 “The most important thing I learned from studying the book was that being a leader isn’t only about the 
people you’re leading; it’s about you and your own ability to be a leader.  A leader is truly about your potential and 
how effective you are in how you are leading those you are leading,” said Matthew.   
 
 Cleveland’s leadership was just one of the many topics covered at the ACC’s Annual Basketball Tipoff at the 
Westin Hotel on Wednesday.  The reigning ACC Sixth Man of the Year was joined by redshirt junior Caleb Mills and 
Head Coach Leonard Hamilton as Florida State’s representatives at the day-long event.  Each of the 15 conference 
teams took their turn answering questions from local and national media with their sights set on the start of the 
2022-23 season, which is less than one month away.   
 
 Cleveland is Florida State’s second-leading returning scorer, as he averaged 11.5 points while playing in 29 
of the Seminoles’ 31 games last year.  He was the fourth consecutive Seminole to earn Sixth Man of the Year honors 
in the nation’s top conference, following in the footsteps of Mfiondu Kabengele (2019), Patrick Williams (2020), and 
Scottie Barnes (2021).   
 
 “Being a leader is important to me because it’s a role that encompasses all aspects of your life,” said 
Matthew.  “Learning to be a leader is something I can apply to many of the things I do, including working hard and 
doing well in school, my life outside of basketball and my life after basketball.” 
 
 Cleveland illustrated his desire to be one of the Seminoles’ leaders early during his freshman season.  He 
scored in double figures against Florida in just his second career game, made the game-winning basket in overtime 
to lead the Seminoles over Boston University in just the fifth game of his career, and surpassed the 20-point mark 
for the first time in his career in the middle of January.   
 

Cleveland then made one of the most dramatic shots of the 2022 college basketball season as he sank a 
near half-court, turnaround no-look jumper to propel the Seminoles past Virginia, 64-63, on the road in ACC play.   
 
 Hamilton, a veteran leader himself, marvels at Cleveland’s leadership abilities despite his relative 
inexperience. 
 
 “You go back and watch the season last year,” said Hamilton.  “There were so many times as a freshman 
when we needed a play and Matthew came through.  He has the “factor” that you can’t really describe.  He makes 
the big plays at the end.  He’s not afraid of the moment.  We expect him to keep getting better and better.” 
 
 It didn’t take Hamilton long to realize Cleveland’s competitiveness, as he praised him early, and often, 
during his freshman season.   
 
 Matthew is farther along than most guys we’ve had who were first-year players,” Hamilton said prior to the 
Seminoles’ game against Georgia Tech in January of 2022.  “He’s extremely competitive, he’s very confident, he 
knows how to play within who he is and his abilities. He plays with a tremendous amount of effort, and he’s a great 
defender.” 
  



 Matthew’s father, Ralph, has always encouraged the fourth of his four children (and only son) to work hard 
and excel at everything he attempts.    
 

“I’ve always encouraged Matthew to go beyond his own individual contribution,” said Ralph.  “Basketball is 
a team sport, and teams must have good leaders who know and understand how to bring others along on the journey 
while demanding high performance for everyone on the team.  Being a leader is an exercise of subordinating yourself 
to the greater good of the team and modeling that for others to follow.  When you can model it for others, it is then 
that you can be more vocal.   

 
“I’ve always used basketball as a way to impart life lessons that I knew would serve him in all areas of life 

and in any field of endeavor.  That’s always my goal.  As a parent, you do the best you can do to expose them and 
guide them.  Matthew is quiet but always learning.” 

 
 Matthew has already begun to make his mark not only on the Seminole basketball team, but also at Florida 

State University.   
 
He is a member of the Student Athlete Advisory Committee, and was named to the 2022 All-ACC Academic 

Men’s Basketball Team and the 2022 ACC Academic Honor Roll while earning ACC Freshman of the Week honors 
three times.  Matthew was named to the Academic Dean’s List and won the Golden Nole as the Rookie of the Year 
among all of Florida State’s student-athletes in 2022.   

 
While he has seemingly accomplished so much in such a short time, it’s his desire to be a complete Seminole 

that stands out to his teammates. 
 
“Matthew is more of a show-us than a tell-us leader,” said freshman guard Chandler Jackson.  “For example, 

when one of our teammates doesn’t fully understand a component of one of our schemes, he likes to show them 
what to do so they can visualize the concept and fully understand why things are supposed to happen as they are 
designed.  He takes time to walk us through plays that we don’t understand and allows us to comprehend so we can 
become better players.” 

 
As for The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership, the book has a prominent place in his apartment, and he still 

reads it for guidance.   
 

--www.seminoles.com-- 
 



Behind the Mic with Jeff Culhane – Talking Hoops With Florida State’s Matthew Cleveland 
 
What’s the excitement level like when you’re like hey the season begins today and it’s time to roll?  
“I’m very excited. I woke up this morning excited, walked in this building (The FSU Basketball Training center) and it 
just feels like a different energy, a different vibe just knowing that we are right around the corner from the season 
so it’s really fun, and we are ready to go.” 
 
Take me through the summer... how much has the summer been good for you guys connecting, getting together 
and being on the same page before practice officially begins?  
“The summer was good. We have eight new guys on the team, some transfers and some freshmen.  The summer 
helped us a lot, getting experience, going to camp and playing three games in Canada.  Those games really helped 
us a lot.  Now it was like we all played a season almost going through Canada in the summer that we had.  It’s been 
good.” 
 
With all of those new faces, do you put a leadership role or yourself in any way? Take me through your mindset 
how you look at yourself and leadership components overall.  
“Mainly, I’m just making sure that once the new people and the new guys are on the team, don’t have such an eye-
opening experience to the ACC.  I'm just trying to make sure they are very comfortable with how we play in the ACC 
and how we play at this level.” 
 
What were your biggest takeaways of your first season through the ACC, the best conference in all of college 
basketball and how does that help you get ready for your second year for yourself?  
“Just that every team can play. Every night you get every team’s best shot, so it was just really being on the same 
plan as the team together.  We need to make sure we bring it every day in practice so we can take everyone’s best 
shot.  You have to play the same way every game to the best of your ability. That’s really what I learned last year is 
that you really just have to be a team, know your team, know your scouting report and just really be together.” 
  
Take me through your game, what have you been working on and how do you feel about the work you have been 
doing in the off season?  
“I’ve been working on three things really. Shooting of course, play making for others, and being more comfortable 
as a leader. I feel like I’ve grown a lot in all three of those aspects and really could improve them all even more, but 
those three things have taken a big step for me this summer.  It’s given me a lot of confidence since last year.” 
 



Florida State Men's Basketball Coach Hamilton On Naheem McLeod: 'Cake's Still In The Oven' 
By Ehsan Kassim 
Tallahassee Democrat 
October 27, 2022 
 
Photos of former players who moved on to the NBA line the wall of Florida State associate head coach Stan Jones' 
wall in his office. 
 
The players range from Miami Hurricane legends like James Jones — now the GM of the Phoenix Suns — to Florida 
State legends like Toney Douglas and Malik Beasley.  
 
Jones has coached a long list of college players, including 19 NBA Draft selections in the last 19 years. 
 
But the veteran coach has one spot open for a current player, right above his desk. 
 
"That spot is for (Naheem McLeod)," Jones said, pointing to an empty spot which says "reserved" right on the corner 
of his desk cabinet. 
 
Jones added he reminds McLeod about it every time the two chat in his office. 
 
For McLeod, if he reaches the NBA, it will go down as one of the most successful stories for an NBA player, one which 
includes a very unique path. 
 
The 7-foot-4 center was initially part of the 2019 recruiting class for head coach Leonard Hamilton. But due to not 
being academically eligible, he had to go to Chipola College and earn his way back to the Seminoles. 
 
McLeod and the Seminoles host Newberry College of South Carolina in an exhibition at the Donald L. Tucker Civic 
Center at 7 p.m. Thursday.  
 
FSU opens the season against Stetson on Nov. 7. 
 
"I'm really excited about this team," McLeod said. "And a great group of guys. So I'm just looking forward to see how 
we come together on November 7 and play together." 
 
Detour to Chipola College 
The three-star center out of Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania committed to FSU following a weekend visit which 
included the Clemson football game.  
 
He was the No. 149 overall player and No. 31 center in the 2019 recruiting class, according to 247Sports. He picked 
the Seminoles over finalists LaSalle and Rhode Island. 
 
McLeod spent the summer semester in 2019 in Tallahassee, but then found out he was not eligible. He made the 
move to Chipola College, a public college in Marianna.  
 
"It was an experience," McLeod said. "I feel like it really helped me mature as far as some of the decisions I made 
coming here. Like not taking a lot of things seriously and having to take that route. So I think when I finally decided 
to take a lot of things more seriously, it was better for me. So just helping me mature." 
 
The talent was obvious for Jones and Hamilton as they scouted McLeod out of high school. 
 
Both coaches saw the raw potential that some other ACC coaches may have missed. But they also knew he would 
be a project. 



"Naheem was a guy I've known for a long time," Jones said. "I've known his school and his high school coach for an 
even longer time. I recruited a player when I was with Coach Hamilton at the University of Miami. He ended up being 
one of our all-time greats, a guy by the name of John Salmons. 
 
"The coach is the same guy there so I had a relationship. Naheem is a guy who has overcome a lot of stuff in his life. 
And along with getting his academics together, he's just stayed on that journey and we're now starting to see his 
progression." 
 
Instead of moping, McLeod realized he needed to take his academics more seriously. 
 
"It's part of things that you have to deal with," he said. "So, I felt like I wasn't too sad about it. I still had to play 
basketball. I still have three years to play at Florida State." 
 
Wake up call 
McLeod redshirted his freshman season at Chipola. He then missed the first half of the next season due COVID. 
A wake-up call arrived for McLeod in his fourth game at the college, which made him realize he needed to take 
basketball more seriously. 
 
"I'm so happy, go lucky," he said. "I am always just happy no matter if I am playing basketball or if I am off the court. 
... Like I said, I wasn't thinking anything serious. I had a wakeup call when this dude was going at me on the basketball 
court, and I was like, 'Yo, why are you playing so hard right now?' 
 
"And he said, 'They got you ranked ahead of me. And I feel like I'm better than you.' So when that happened. I was 
like, ‘Man, I have to take things more seriously." 
 
McLeod said he did not remember who the player was, but he savored the moment. 
 
Following that game, he flashed his potential, averaging 5.8 points and 4.0 rebounds in helping lead Chipola to the 
semifinals of the National Junior College Athletic Association tournament in Hutchinson, Kan. 
 
"It has been progressions with him," Jones said. "You saw it toward the end of his year at Chipola when they went 
to the national tournament. He played well and was a big part of that team with Chipola." 
 
McLeod's season with Chipola was during the pandemic shut down year, so Hamilton said the staff couldn't watch 
him in person to see his progression. 
 
"We didn't go out and see him very much in his community college. I was watching him on video," Hamilton said. 
"He's gotten a lot better than he was at the community college. And then at this point, I feel like he's making progress 
every day." 
 
Loyalty to FSU 
As he played on the national stage in the National Junior College Athletic Association tournament, other schools 
started taking notice. 
 
But his goal always remained to stay a Seminole. 
 
"I think that's a testament to his character," Jones said. "It's also a testament to Coach Hamilton. There's a lot of 
schools that if a kid didn't qualify, they move on and try to give somebody else and Coach Hamilton remained loyal 
and consistent with Naheem and so I think there's a mutual respect that Naheem has for Coach Hamilton. 
 
"Because he's been a big believer in not him and a lot of other schools didn't think he could be a really good player 
at the ACC level. And so I think that's just been a carryover from the initial part of the recruiting process when he 



was in high school and on into being here in the summer and then having the disappointment and moving on as we 
didn't quit on him saying quit on us. 
 
"So you like to have those kinds of kids in your program that believe in what you're doing because you believe in 
them." 
 
McLeod said attending FSU is a major accomplishment for him and his family. 
 
"I'm the first person in my family to go to college. So it's really going to, you know, set a tone for them as well," he 
said. 
 
'Cake's in the oven' 
In his first season with the Seminoles, McLeod averaged 4.5 points, 2.1 rebounds per game on 68% shooting in 18 
games. 
 
He scored a career-high 15 points against Virginia Tech on Jan. 29, three days after tying a career-high of seven 
rebounds against Georgia Tech. 
 
Just as he was finding his comfort, two minutes into a game against Clemson on Feb. 2, McLeod broke his 
hand chasing a loose ball. 
 
"Halfway through the season, I was starting to get my feet wet. I'm starting to come along and feel really happy 
about where I was before my injury," McLeod said. "And after the injury I got surgery and coming back to become a 
better player." 
 
As with most big men, Hamilton said it takes them longer to adjust to the college game.  
 
He said the improvement is coming for McLeod and is already showing. 
 
"I think he's made great progress," Hamilton said. "He's doing much better. He's doing really well in school. He's 
adjusting to the way we need him to play for us to be successful, but also, he's adjusting to what he needs to do to 
be successful. 
 
"He is extremely popular, very personable, but he's still growing and learning. A lot of people want to make progress, 
but sometimes they don't understand the process. He's in the middle of the process. I always tell people, 'the cake's 
still in the oven.' 
 
"Our goal for him was to become a complete player, offensively and defensively. The cake's still in the oven, but he's 
getting better." 
 



Behind the Mic with Jeff Culhane – Talking Hoops With Florida State’s Jalen Warley 
 
Let’s talk about your excitement and readiness for the upcoming season. 
“I’m really excited.  Our team has been doing a lot to prepare for this season, and we’re in a really good position 
right now. We’re just really looking forward to playing some different teams and showcasing what we’ve been 
working on this summer.” 
 
What do you feel like the identity of this basketball team is right now? 
“I would say our identity is that we are all competitors. There are a lot of different competitors, and we have people 
coming from all over the country. We’ve built a really good bond this summer, you can just see the fight in all of us 
and the energy that we bring day in and day out.” 
 
What are the things that Coach Hamilton and the rest of the coaching staff preach to the team? 
“The brand of Seminole basketball is truly about playing hard and bringing a certain level of juice and energy every 
single day. Something the coaches really harp on is being a good teammate in a program that plays so many people. 
You have to be able to encourage your teammates, and I feel like the guys on this team really find joy in seeing their 
teammates succeed. When you have teammates like that, it’s really easy to share the ball, play together and play 
for an all-time head coach like Leonard Hamilton.” 
 
What type of advantage does the depth and variety of talent give your team? 
“From a basketball sense, it gives you a lot of different people who can play together, and it gives you opportunities 
with injuries and foul trouble. From a body standpoint, you can always have that next man up mentality. From the 
team perspective, being able to rely on each other and know that your teammates have your back on and off the 
court is really a special bond that I don’t think any other program in the country has like we do.” 
 
What comes to mind when thinking about the FSU backcourt and the pieces that are there? 
“You hit it on the head with the word versatility. I think we have a lot of size and a lot of people that can do different 
things in terms of shooting ability, handling the ball, passing, and athleticism.  I feel like a great way to show our 
depth is to attack teams with our versatility and skill sets that all of us bring to the game.”  
 
What are you most excited about for yourself this season? 
“I’m really excited to step into a leadership role and be able to be someone that my teammates can rely on, to lean 
on when we step into these tough battles in the ACC with so many talented teams. I was able to get my feet wet a 
little bit last year, and I feel I have a better understanding of how high-level ACC basketball is played.  I’m looking 
forward to those tough battles and overtime games.” 
 
What would you tell people about Baba Miller and what he brings to the table? 
“The word excitement is probably the best thing I can think of. Just seeing him get up and down the court, and his 
willingness to really buy into the Seminole culture and to see how interested he is in learning and developing every 
day is exciting.  I’m going to be very excited to see his development, and I think Noles fans are very excited to see 
him on the court.” 
 
How fired up are you about the current success of Philadelphia sports? 
“I’m really fired up even though I can’t be there, I’m there in spirit right now. It’s really big for our city, we have some 
of the best sports fans so to see all of the joy and energy coming from that area, it can only bring more excitement 
for me.” 
 
Where is the best cheesesteak in Philly, Geno’s or Pat’s? 
“There are a lot of good spots to go to, but I have to go with Pat’s.” 
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